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Enterprise Infrastructure Solutions (EIS)

DATA SERVICES
VPNS, Ethernet, OWS, SONET, Internet Protocol

VOICE SERVICES
VOIP

COLO HOSTING
Co-Located Hosting Services

WIRELESS SERVICES

SATELLITE SERVICES
Mobile, Fixed Plans

MANAGED SERVICES
Network, Security, Mobility, Unified Comms

ACCESS MANAGEMENT

SUPPORT SERVICES
Service-Related Equipment, Service-Related Labor, Cable and Wiring
Enterprise Infrastructure Solutions (EIS) – Services Offered

1. DATA SERVICES
   > Virtual Private Network Service (VPNS)
     Our VPNS provides secure, reliable transport of agency applications across the high-speed unified multi-service IP-enabled backbone infrastructure.
   > Ethernet Transport Service (ETS)
     Our ETS allows agencies to interconnect their LANs transparently over the Metro Area Networks (MAN) and the Wide Area Networks (WAN) regardless of the geographical location of their sites. ETS is offered as both a dedicated (private) service or a shared (multiplexed) service.
   > Optical Wavelength Service (OWS)
     Our OWS provides dedicated broadband, framing-independent transport networks to interconnect their offices in different regions of the United States.
   > SONET
     Our SONET offering supports a wide range of digital signals with different capacities, and its interworking capability enables seamless communications between devices that support dissimilar protocols such as IP, Frame Relay, and ATM.
   > Internet Protocol Service (IPS)
     Our IPS supports a wide range of connectivity requirements that enable government users to access the Internet, government-wide intranets, and extranets by interconnecting GFP/SRE with other government networks and the public Internet Service Provider (ISP) networks.

2. VOICE SERVICE
   > IP Voice Services (IPVS)
     Our IPVS provides voice communications service and telephony features to agencies using VoIP over a managed IP network.

3. COLOCATED HOSTING SERVICE (CHS)
   Our CHS provides data center facilities that may be populated by GFP, such as servers, routers and load balancers.

4. WIRELESS SERVICE (MWS)
   Our MWS provides a wireless transmission service for mobile devices supporting 2G to 4G LTE.

5. COMMERCIAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE
   Provides mobile or fixed commercial satellite communications (COMSATCOM) services to include, but not be limited to: satellite bandwidth, satellite service plans, contractor provided earth terminals, radio frequency equipment, satellite phones, interfaces and support services.

6. MANAGED SERVICES
   > Commercial Mobile Satellite Service (CMSS)
     Our CMSS delivers voice, data and Internet services to land-based, maritime, or aeronautical users using one or two-way communications via satellite.
   > Commercial Fixed Satellite Service (CFSS)
     Our CFSS provides satellite capacity that can be used to deliver communications and applications at a customer-specified throughput between two or more specified end points.

7. ACCESS ARRANGEMENTS (AA)
   Our AAs connect the SDP at the agency location to a POP on the contractor’s network.

8. SERVICE RELATED EQUIPMENT (SRE)
   Our SRE offers networking and security service-related equipment such as switches, routers, PBXs, telephones, servers, security appliances, firewalls, conferencing-related equipment.
microwave systems, free-space optics systems, surveillance systems, sensors, radio-related equipment, VSATs, and wireless devices.

**9. SERVICE RELATED LABOR (LABOR)**

Our LABOR offers agencies access to a wide range of technical capabilities to provide assistance to implement EIS services.

**10. CABLE AND WIRING (CW)**

Our CW offers agencies installation services providing any required connectivity using appropriate cabling and wiring, and related trenching, ducting, grounding, and lightning protection systems in accordance with the Task Order requirements and appropriate standards.

> **Intrusion Prevention Security Service (IPSS)**

Our IPS monitors Internet traffic bound for or originating from the federal government, detects signs of malicious cyber activity, and prevents that traffic from jeopardizing the confidentiality, integrity, availability, and control of Agency networks.

**7. ACCESS ARRANGEMENTS (AA)**

Our AAs connect the SDP at the agency location to a POP on the contractor’s network.

**8. SERVICE RELATED EQUIPMENT (SRE)**

Our SRE offers networking and security service-related equipment such as switches, routers, PBXs, telephones, servers, security appliances, firewalls, conferencing-related equipment, microwave systems, free-space optics systems, surveillance systems, sensors, radio-related equipment, VSATs, and wireless devices.

**9. SERVICE RELATED LABOR (LABOR)**

Our LABOR offers agencies access to a wide range of technical capabilities to provide assistance to implement EIS services.

**10. CABLE AND WIRING (CW)**

Our CW offers agencies installation services providing any required connectivity using appropriate cabling and wiring, and related trenching, ducting, grounding, and lightning protection systems in accordance with the Task Order requirements and appropriate standards.